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Abstract 

The agro-industry sector requires a large share of thermal energy for low-temperature applications to 
comply with the actual sustainability roadmaps and decarbonization targets. Heat demands should be 
supplied by different energy sources depending on the temperature level. Consequently, there is a huge 
potential to substitute ordinary fossil fuels energy sources with those from renewable sources. One of 
the challenges that hinders its application consists of the dynamic operation and the matching between 
the solar system and the industrial process. The main objective of this work is to foster solar heating 
integration in both new and existing industrial and agro-industrial plants. This work presents a 
methodology to evaluate the dynamic integration of a solar thermal system applied to a production site 
of the winemaking industry. Although several research papers have been developed to evaluate the 
integration between the solar system and the industrial/thermal processes, this work intends to extend 
the current framework for wider integration. Unlike conventional stationary analysis, this methodology 
considers the transient behaviour of the solar thermal source. For this purpose, a transient simulation 
software (TRNSYS) coupled to a Java Application (JEPlus) was used to evaluate different process 
configurations and requirements. In this way, a combination of schedules, process temperatures, heat 
demand and storage systems is considered. The study novelty lies in a transient state solution, which 
considers the seasonal generation of solar energy and the fluctuations in the production processes. 
Therefore, this fact implies a high potential for replicability in a wide range of industrial and agro-
industrial sectors, solar technologies and geographical locations. A post-processing algorithm was 
developed in Python to collect and analyse data from the resulting simulations. Finally, multi-
optimisation solutions were used to assess the best integration process according to the balance between 
energy and exergy metrics. 



1 Introduction 

The decarbonization of industrial sectors has become a key issue in Europe, as both the European Union 
(EU) and its member states attempt to achieve goals set out at the COP21 meeting in Paris to limit global 
climate change. The EU is committed to reducing its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 80–95 per 
cent below 1990 levels [1]. As stated by the European Statistics Agency (Eurostat), five sub-sectors 
account for more than half of the final energy demand: “chemical and petrochemical sector” (14 %), 
“iron and steel sector” (13 %), “non-metallic minerals sector” (9%), “paper, pulp and print” sector (9 
%), and the “food and tobacco sector” (8%) [2]. The food industry sector requires a large share of 
sustainable thermal energy for low-temperature applications to comply with the actual sustainability 
roadmaps and decarbonisation targets [3]. Such a transformation of the energy system will be a 
challenge, requiring new technological breakthroughs and renewable energy investments. 
Consequently, there is a huge potential to substitute ordinary fossil fuel energy sources with those from 
renewable sources.  

Among renewable sources, a considerable fraction of the thermal energy demand of agro industry 
processes can be met with solar heat. One of the challenges that hinders its application consists of the 
dynamic operation and the matching between the solar system and the industrial process. According to 
Muster-Slawitsch et al. [4], future developments will be focused on using dynamic (real-time) data from 
processes for the solar integration analysis and optimizing storage considerations. Atkins et al. [5] 
indicates that the integration of renewable solar energy into industrial processes presents a challenge for 
existing process integration techniques due to the existing non-continuous nature in the supply. Although 
several research papers have been developed to evaluate the integration between a solar system and the 
processes in a batch process [6]–[9], this paper intends to extend the current framework for wider 
integration in dynamic operation. Unlike conventional stationary analysis, this methodology considers 
the transient behaviour of the solar thermal source.  

Thus, the objective of this paper is to develop a methodology to evaluate the most suitable points to 
integrate the solar and thermal storage within a case study. The partial objectives of this paper are: 

 

 To develop a new methodology considering the dynamic behaviour of the solar field 

 To characterize the representative process streams 

 To define the simulation models within the TRNSYS platform 

 To assess the best configuration by means of multi-criteria optimisation 

 To evaluate the methodology within a study-case 

2 Solar Integration Module (SIM) overview 

As explained in the introduction section, the main objective of this paper is to develop a methodology 
to identify and rank the best integration points of solar thermal energy into an industrial process. This 
work has a been developed as part of a software tool, named replication tool, developed for the 
SHIP2FAIR H2020 project, which consists of four interconnected modules (solar mapping, demand 
characterisation, simulation module and Solar Integration Module (SIM)). This latest is an advanced 
module assumes a certain level of user expertise in energetic and exergetic areas and that input data is 
available from the user. This module interacts with other tool modules where the solar resource and the 
thermal heat demands are computed.  

The SIM is programmed in Python, an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language, 
very attractive to rapid application development and scripting. The main driver of this choice of code 
has been to obtain, using the inputs from solar resource and heat demands, some energetic and exergetic 
metrics from predefined representative off-line simulation results developed through the application of 
two software tools combined: JEPlus [10]–[12] and TRNSYS®. TRNSYS® is a transient simulation 
software designed mainly for solar simulations, while JEPlus is a Java application used to evaluate a 
design of experiments within the simulation sketch. Finally, the post-processing algorithm was 



developed in Python to collect and analyse data from the resulting simulations and to store the 
information in an SQL database. A finite number of representative cases are simulated with different 
values of six parameters (Schedule, Solar Region, Process Power, Process Temperature, Solar collectors 
Area and Storage Volume) and different solar technologies available in SHIP2FAIR project both for hot 
water and steam heat demands (evacuated tubes, high-vacuum flat plate and linear Fresnel collectors). 
Representative  maximum and minimum values of these variables were chosen using as reference the 
values defined according to demo-cases characteristics. Different algorithms based on inputs processing, 
SQL database access, multi-objective optimisation and results post-processing are included in this 
software tool. The models have been applied in a variety of industrial processes conditions. The 
identification of the most suitable layouts for solar integration is performed based on technical criteria 
within the process (energy consumption, heat supply, distribution networks, operational schedules, 
required process temperatures) and exergetic criteria. 

3 Methodology 

The methodology proposed is based on 4 main steps, including input data processing, an SQL database 
interpolation, a multi-objective optimisation and result extraction and visualisation. To clarify the 
methodology, a development flowchart is presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Development flowchart for dynamic integration methodology 

3.1 Step 1 - Inputs Processing 

Thermal Demand (Algorithm 1): to categorize the schedule and level of power, a first algorithm has been 
developed to characterise the thermal demand profiles into five categories (constant load, morning load 
profile, partly load profile, afternoon load profile and batch process profile). These profiles, whose 
definition is shown in  Figure 2, are based on representative load profiles from industries in Europe for 
a timeframe of 24 h [13]. For each thermal demand process and day, an iterative algorithm is used to 
obtain the Average Heat Demand [kWh/h] for each day, and their Thermal Demand profile (A-E); while 
each specific production process has a temperature [°C], obtained from other modules of the software 
tool. Figure 3 shows the programming flowchart of algorithm 1. 

Solar Production (Algorithm 2): a second algorithm has been developed to classify the average solar 
irradiance of the place selected by the solar mapping module according to five representative regions in 
Europe (Figure 4). Table 1 shows the cities and countries that have been used as representative 
irradiation shape of the region. A maximum limit of five regions was defined to avoid a huge number 
of combinations, since a total of six parameters should be simulated. 

 

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 



A) B) 

C) D) 

E) 

Explanation 
A) Morning Load Profile (MLP): 6:00 - 

14:00 
B) Afternoon Load Profile (ALP): 14:00 - 

22:00 
C) Constant Load Profile (CLP): 00:00 – 

24:00 
D) Partly Load Profile (PLP): 8:00 – 18:00 
E) Batch Process Profile (BPP): 6:00 – 

22:00 

Figure 2: Thermal Demand Profiles 

 

Figure 3: Programming flowchart Algorithm 1 



 

Region I :<800 kWh/m2 
Region II: 800-1100 kWh/m2 
Region III: 1100-1400 kWh/m2 
Region IV: 1400-1700 kWh/m2 
Region V: >1700 kWh/m2 
 

Figure 4: Solar Mapping Classification Regions extracted from PVGIS 

Figure 4 shows the predefined solar regions and their maximum and minimum limits defined by the 
average Tilted Global Irradiation in kWh/m2. 

Table 1: Representative cities for the solar regions 

City Country 
Average Tilted Global 
Irradiation [kWh/m2] 

Solar Region 

Bergen Norway 776 I 
Bremen Germany 903 II 

Bordeaux France 1306 III 
Haro Spain 1428 IV 

Sevilla Spain 1870 V 
 

3.2 Step 2 - SQL database interpolation 

An algorithm interpolates the SQL database, created by a finite number of offline simulations, to obtain 
the energetic metric (solar production). Figure 5 shows an example of the interpolation procedure. As 
explained before, the thermal demand profile, process heat demand and process temperature are inputs 
to the SIM. Using these parameters, a query has been done to the SQL database to obtain the outputs 
(Solar Production and Destroyed Exergy in the system) for different combinations of area-volume, 
named scenarios.  

3.3 Step 3 - Multi-objective optimisation 

The following step in the computation procedure is the multi-optimisation algorithm. It allows to select 
the best configuration of area (solar collector)-volume (storage) considering the limitation of the gross 
area available. Figure 5shows an example of the three steps developed in the methodology: Inputs 
processing, SQL database interpolation and Multi-objective optimisation. Within the multi-objective 
optimisation step, the following parts can be distinguished: 

 

 Results adaption: a daily basis has been set to ensure a proper correlation of inputs with the 
offline simulations in the database. Therefore, the first part of this algorithm is based on the 
adaption of outputs from a daily basis to a monthly basis. For that purpose, the energy produced 
by the solar field and the exergy destroyed was calculated by the addition of the daily results.  

 Definition of optimisation variables: Two types of optimisation variables have been 
considered in the multi-optimisation algorithm, energetic variables (Energy produced by the 
solar field) and exergetic variables (exergy destroyed in the system, 𝐸𝑥𝐷). The importance of 
each type of variables (exergetic vs energetic) was assigned using as the objective functions the 
ratio of energy delivered divided by the exergy destroyed in the system. The optimisation 
algorithm identifies for each week and each process the best combination of the pair area-
volume that maximizes the objective function. Comparison between the processes is performed 



to select which is the best integration process for each week based on optimisation criteria. With 
the previous information, it can be decided which is the most suitable strategy for the operation, 
in function of which week is more interesting to prioritise. Although the main outcome obtained 
from this part is the best ideal integration point for each week, this information should be 
contrasted and assess its feasibility in the real installation.  

 Definition of restrictions: Restrictions should be applied to the optimisation algorithm to 
consider the boundary conditions, i.e. gross area available and weights to the output variables. 
Although several configurations of Area-Volume could be obtained from the optimisation 
procedure, the final configuration is obtained using the one that can satisfy every month in each 
process. Therefore, an optimal area and volume for each process are obtained as an output. The 
lineal interpolation method has been used for energetic and exergetic aspects, because non-
linear operations provided a worse adjustment. 

3.4 Step 4 - Results extraction 

The last part of this methodology aims to present the results obtained from steps 1+2+3 to the user by 
means of the front-end (the part of the software tool that the user interacts with). It shows the steps 
performed to develop the methodology for solar integration. This methodology considers the dynamic 
behaviour of solar energy and the matching between the source and the sink. In Figure 5, the 4 steps are 
included, starting from Inputs processing, SQL database interpolation, Multi-objective optimisation and 
Result post-processing.  

 

 

Figure 5: Inputs Processing + SQL Database interpolation + Multi-objective optimisation + Results 
post-processing (STEP 1 + STEP 2 + STEP 3 +STEP 4) 

4 Results: winery case-study  

An example of the programming flowchart presented in Figure 5 is applied to a winery industry as a 
case-study. In Figure 6, the thermal demand of different processes in a winery industry (malolactic 
fermentation, cleaning and disinfection and HVAC) is presented. A complete thermal demand 
characterisation procedure has been developed within the SHIP2FAIR project to obtain the thermal 
demand profiles as a function of time in an hourly based frame. Algorithm 1 (Figure 3) is applied to 
adapt the thermal demands profiles to the SIM. The iterative daily flowchart presented in Figure 5 is 
applied in order to obtain the final results for each of the process defined in the industry. As shown in 
this figure, depending on each process characteristics illustrated in Figure 6, the matching from the real 
profile with the pre-defined profiles presents different levels of accuracy.  

According to Figure 1, the second input required to conclude STEP 1 of the proposed methodology is 
the evaluation of the solar resource in the place selected by the user. Specifically, Figure 7 shows the 
Tilted Global Irradiation in the winery industry location, which corresponds with Solar Region IV. An 
average energy value of 1420 kWh/m2 is obtained by the integration of the solar irradiance during the 
8760 hours of the year. 



STEP 2 in the methodology corresponds to the SQL database interpolation. In this step, the input 
conditions extracted from STEP 1 are used to interpolate the outputs, which consists in the energetic 
and exergetic metrics. Figure 8 shows an example of one of the exergetic metrics extracted from the 
database for one particular day (Solar Region IV and Thermal Demand Profile PLP) in autumn (subplot 
A), spring (subplot B), summer (subplot C) and winter (subplot D) when temperature and power demand 
vary. According to the results obtained, exergy is directly related to the process temperature, which 
influences the tank temperature but not with the process power level. In winter, there is not enough solar 
energy to heat the tank, so the destroyed exergy is independent of temperature and heat demand, giving 
similar values for different temperature and power levels in the process. The conventional boiler is used 
in this case to heat the process stream. Additionally, Figure 9 shows the exergy of the tank destroyed 
during the whole year for predefined conditions of temperature and power (T=45 ºC and P=1000 kW). 
The four days explained in Figure 8 are indicated in this plot. 

Figure 10 shows an example of one of the energetic metrics extracted from the database for one 
particular day (Solar Region IV and Thermal Demand Profile PLP) in autumn (subplot A), spring 
(subplot B), summer (subplot C) and winter (subplot D) when temperature and power demand vary. As 
observed in the results, the energy produced by the solar field is directly related to the process 
temperature and the day of the year. In summer, levels of energy are greater than in winter, achieving 
values of 2300 kWh at  45 ºC. In winter, there is not enough solar irradiation to produce the required 
energy in the process, so the energy is independent of temperature and power, giving similar values for 
different process temperature and power levels. The conventional boiler is used in this case to provide 
the required heat by the process stream. Additionally, Figure 11 shows the energy produced by the solar 
field during the whole year for predefined conditions of temperature and power (T=45 ºC and P=1000 
kW). The four days explained in Figure 8 are indicated in this plot. 

Comparing results extracted from exergy and energy, it can be said that the solar field efficiency 
increases with decreasing temperature levels, achieving its best results in a summer day with maximum 
solar irradiation and lower temperature of the process required. Regarding the exergy destroyed in the 
tank, it has the opposite trend, where higher levels of temperature implies higher level of exergy rates 
destroyed since losses to the ambient increases with increasing temperature levels. As a result, , the ratio 
between energy and exergy has been used to define the objective function and find the best match 
between different process and solar field. 

 

Figure 6: Thermal Demands for winery case (Algorithm 1) 



 

Figure 7: Tilted Global Irradiation in the winery industry (Algorithm 2) 

 

A) B) 

C) D) 

Figure 8: Destroyed exergy in the tank for one day in: A) autumn B) spring C) summer D) winter 



 

Figure 9: Exergy destroyed during a year in the tank component. 

 

A) 

 

B) 

C) D) 

Figure 10: Energy produced by the solar field for one day in: A) autumn B) spring C) summer and D) 
winter 



Figure 11: Energy produced by the solar field during a year  

Once STEP 1 and STEP 2 have been computed, the optimisation procedure has been used to extract 
which is the best process for each week. The objective function has been defined to maximize the ratio 
of energy delivered by the solar field and the exergy destroyed in the process. As shown in Figure 12 
some months are better fit by the first process: HVAC-heating (March, April and part of May), some 
months are better fit by the second process cleaning and disinfection (May, June and October) and some 
of them are better fit by the third process malolactic fermentation (November and December). To sum 
up, this methodology can help the user and the solar technology provider to understand which the best 
fit of solar energy and heat demand is, depending on the process temperature and power level.  

 

Figure 12: Results obtained from methodology application to a winery demo-case in a weekly basis 



5 Conclusions 

The integration of solar heat in industrial processes needs a suitable matching between the solar system 
and the industrial process. Hence, the main objective of the present paper is to foster solar heating 
integration in both new and existing industrial and agro-industrial plants by means of multi-criteria 
optimisation. In this sense, this article explains in detail the methodology developed to evaluate the 
dynamic integration behaviour of a solar thermal system within a particular industrial. The methodology 
proposed is based on four main steps, including algorithms of input data processing (thermal demand + 
solar production), SQL database interpolation, a multi-objective optimisation and post-processing 
(including result extraction and visualisation). 

A real case applied to a production site of the winemaking industry has been used to evaluate the 
application and adequacy of the methodology. Additionally, an example of results interpretation and 
discussion is provided, as a consequence, the most appropriate points for solar heat industrial process 
integration are determined. 

In the framework of the SHIP2FAIR project, this methodology is the core basis of the SIM and it is 
integrated as a software tool programmed in Python, combined with other modules computing the solar 
resource and the thermal heat demands. It intends to identify and rank the best integration point of solar 
thermal energy into an industrial process. 

A combination of JEPlus-Java application and TRNSYS simulation modelling were used to obtain and 
use the inputs from solar resource and heat demands, some energetic and exergetic metrics from 
predefined representative off-line simulation results developed. SIM. Additionally, the post-processing 
algorithm was developed in Python in order to collect and analyse the resulting simulations data and 
stored the information in an SQL database. In order to create the database, representative cases are 
simulated with different parameters (namely schedule, solar region, process power and temperature, 
solar area and storage volume) and different solar technologies for both hot water steam heat demands. 
optimisation. The identification of the most suitable layouts for solar integration is performed based on 
technical criteria within the process (energy consumption, heat supply, distribution networks, 
operational schedules, required process temperatures) and exergetic criteria.  

In order to evaluate the applicability of the methodology, a case study is presented, and the results 
extracted from exergy and energy are analysed and compared in a plant of the winery sector. It is 
observed that the energy produced by the solar field is directly related to the process temperature and 
the day of the year. In summer, levels of energy are greater than in winter, achieving values of 2300 
kWh at 45 ºC. In winter, the conventional boiler is used to provide the required heat by the process 
stream, so the energy is independent of temperature and power, giving similar values for different 
process temperature and power levels. Regarding the exergy destroyed in the tank, higher levels of 
temperature implies higher level of exergy rates destroyed due to the ambient losses. As a result, the 
ratio between energy and exergy has been used to define the objective function and find the best match 
between different process and solar field.  

Overall, the solar field efficiency increases with decreasing temperature levels, achieving its best results 
in a summer day with maximum solar irradiation and lower temperature of the process required. 
Nevertheless, the methodology shows different applications of the solar heat depending on the season 
or period of the year. To sum up, this methodology can help to understand which the best fit of solar 
energy and heat demand is, depending on the process temperature and power level. This categorisation 
can be assessed yearly, monthly, or even in a daily basis in function of the end-user interest. For instance, 
final conclusions are reported for the winery (in a monthly basis). On the one hand, the application of 
solar heat is preferred for HVAC-heating during March, April and part of May. On the other hand, 
process cleaning and disinfection are more suitable especially in May, June and October; while 
November and December are better fit by the malolactic fermentation.   



Nomenclature 

ALP Afternoon Load Profile  
BPP Batch Process Profile 
CLP Constant Load Profile  
𝐶𝑇 Conventional Tank 
𝐷𝐵

 
Database 

𝐷𝑃 Demand Profile 
EU European union 
𝐸𝑥𝐷

 
Exergy Destroyed in the system, kWh.  

𝐻𝑆𝑇
 

Heat Storage Tank  
HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 
𝑃𝐻𝐷 Process Heat Demand 
𝑃𝑇

 
Process Temperature 

MLP Morning Load Profile 
PLP Partly Load Profile  
SIM Solar Integration Module 
𝑆𝑃 Solar Production, kWh, 
SQL Structured Query Language 
𝑆𝑅

 
Solar Resource 
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